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ABSTRACT 

The concept of “Organization” is having an encyclopedic shadow of planned commercial practice which is fundamentally 

based upon the veteran organizational leaders’ right from day one. Because they do comprehensively nurture their profound 
educational strengths and on the other hand, they do vigorously implement their acquired occupational exposures out here to 

reach the most prestigious professional destiny in a very royal dimension of success indeed. The focused idea is they shall help 

to make their followers understand their both individual and communal needs to deal with and those perspectives shall have 

to be logically conceptualized from them to perform day by day. This is how all the perceptual organizational leaders shall be 

enriching their pre- perceived occupational vision not only to empower their decisive strategy but to enlarge the organizational 

splendor in terms of profitability, acceptability and sustainability in the end. That is the reason why they are much concerned about 

the constructive plans along with their “1.Thoughtful Equations, 2.Impactful Executions and 3.Purposeful Explorations”. So the 
concept is equation will be ensuring their systematic stand of movements, execution shall denote their all-round performance and 

most notably exploration shall reciprocate their anticipated occupational outcomes after a certain stage of life. Therefore both 

leaders and their followers shall have to be like minded and they shall have to concentrate upon the same boulevard where they 

shall really be inspired to extend their elite organizational brilliance by implementing various leadership approaches since the 

inception. In other words, sound thinking, splendid propositions, communal understanding and their supreme magnifications are 

equally imperative for them to come at front and to lead the organization for both global acceptance and existence respectively. It 

means the most united stability is one of the very expensive measures over here to display the momentous organizational bench 
marks and collective satisfactory improvements of their trained subordinates who are the emerging consequential effects in 

terms of glorious business goal which is radiantly desirable according to the present day scenario. 
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